Attendees

Ivy Anderson California Digital Library
Gwen Bird Simon Fraser University
Steve Bosch University of Arizona
Lisa Browar Linda Hall Library
John Burger ASERL / Scholars Trust
Mimi Calter Stanford University
Richard Clement University of New Mexico / WEST
Cynthia Etkin Government Printing Office
Laine Farley California Digital Library
Mike Furlough HathiTrust
Amy Greenberg Ontario Council of University Libraries
Alison Griffin COPPUL
Martha Hruska UC San Diego / WEST
Mark Jacobs WRLC / Scholars Trust
Robert Kieft Occidental College
John Kiplinger Ithaka JSTOR
Amy Kirchoff Ithaka
Margaret Maes Legal Information Preservation Alliance (LIPA)
Constance Malpas OCLC
Patricia Martin California Digital Library
Kent McKeever Columbia University / LIPA
Jean McKenzie UC Berkeley
Jacob Nadal ReCAP
Bonnie Brown Real University of Texas, Austin
Victoria Reich CLOCKSS
Kathleen Richman Law Library Microform Consortium
Judith Russell University of Florida / Scholars Trust
Mark Sandler Committee on Institutional Cooperation
Roger Schonfeld Ithaka S+R
Brian Schotlaender UC San Diego / WEST
Emily Stambaugh California Digital Library / WEST
Thomas Teper University of Illinois / HathiTrust
Caitlin Tillman University of Toronto / Downsview 5 Project
John Unsworth Brandeis University / EAST
Catherine Wilt PALCI

From CRL:

Amy Wood
Bernard Reilly
James Simon
Marie Waltz